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Urban sprawl is a problem not only for big cities, but also for small villages: Cassano Valcuvia, in 
Northern Italy, duplicated its population in the last five years with the settlement of new estates, 
planned for a way of life based on the use of the cars in place of the old urban-rural structure 
based on a walkable network of paths. 
From 2004 City Council of Cassano Valcuvia, with the project «Widespread Museum», is working 
to promote a new idea of the town, a new way to live the village as a space of human interaction: 
on one side the program provides to create a new network of patterns for walking, recovering old 
tracks not only in city centre, but also in the countryside; on an other side the citizens have been 
involved in a series of happening, cultural and sport activities to learn to live the city with a different 
use of cars. 
The «Widespread Museum» is a museum where people live their everyday life, a museum made 
by buildings, landscapes, facilities, streets, squares, where not only the most important landmarks 
of the city, but also all the small memories of the local rural culture are underlined by new paths, 
designed recovering the traditional use of the stone. The project plans a series of thematic walks 
which link the suburbs to the old town, the woods and the fields, read as a leisure spaces, to the 
residential estates; the aim is a homogeneous civic image, but in order to emphasize the amenities 
of the city: various paths are drawn inside and outside the urban centre; everyone has its own 
pattern and design, but everyone references to a common abacus. 
In this ambitious and strategic plan, with the aim to change in a radical way the use of the city 
structure stimulating slow mobility, a strategic role is played by the activities of involving the 
citizens in a participated and shared process. On this way the City Council of Cassano Valcuvia 
has decide not to force a new order from the top, but to build a process, to gain a new image of the 
city, with the contribute of all the different components, the various souls of the town. The new slow 
network of the village is meant as the main contemporary monument built by the citizens, the most 
tangible sign to set and recognized a new city mythology, shared also from the many newcomers. 
All the people of the town, so, have been involved in different activities, from workshops to 
conferences, from sport competitions to local fair, to learn to live the urban space in a different 
way, to understand the town is a place where’d be nice and safe to walk. 
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A town means not to be alone... 
Cesare Pavese, “The Moon and the Fires” 
The Background 
Generally walkability is recognized as an improvement and a common value for city quality; for the 
Administrations of small communities it’s but often difficult to create an articulate and widespread 
system of footpath because they have to face the high gap between the available economic 
resources and the administrative competences, always a great and onerous duty. The minor towns, 
therefore, can hardly afford large plans to promote walkability and the social background which it 
involves without the support of other agencies, like regional councils or the European Union: the 
Administrations of high level can supply extra money to the ordinary budget promoting best 
practise examples or helping the weak communities. In the Italian context, the budget of the small 
and average towns is mainly connected to the building income, the tax to be paid to obtain a right to 
build: the landscape, common value, is sold out to support the minimum level of public services. 
For the small Italian villages there’s no choice, the urbanization fees are the main and more 
immediate source of money, such to allow the ordinary works of city maintenance and to grant the 
start of otherwise inaccessible public works. The growing of the small communities, communities 
that until a decade ago were an homogeneous and close group, stable on the same demographic 
indexes for centuries, involves social problems before unknown, and so very difficult to manage by 
a lot of administrators: to rule an homogenous society, with the same cultural background, a 
common system of symbols, myths which create the urban space, is undoubtedly simpler that to 
rule a mixed and multiethnic group made by first generation newcomers. 
The spur to the development, to the city grown, imposed by the need to earn economical resources, 
therefore has carried to the uncontrolled transformation of the social background of many towns, 
putting in crisis city palimpsests supported from one series of elements, not always explicit, fixed 
by the local tradition and the conventions. The rural culture, for example, has structured the 
Lombard Alps and pre-Alps with a spread system of pedestrian routes, enriched by a lot of signs 
and symbols, expression of the local culture, the local beliefs; city monuments, for these 
communities, are not just the big facilities and the large buildings, like the churches or the theatres, 
but also the agricultural landscape, often conquered with the patient job of generations. In these 
communities myths, legends and history made the urban space as stones and bricks: streets, squares 
and buildings are more often identified by the names of the traditional inhabitants than by the 
official name: in this scene, the demographic increase by immigration makes less and less common 
and recognizable the traditional signs and conventions. The cornerstones of city mythology are not 
of immediate identification by newcomers, which has got very different origins and extractions: 
generally for who chooses to leave the great cities in order to move himself in the countryside, the 
fields, the forests, are natural and wild land of nobody, elements without property, prejudgment that 
generally open to an improper use of these spaces, cause new tensions between new and old 
residents in one community. 
The Case 
In order to not disperse the rich patrimony of the own local traditions, the City Council of Cassano 
Valcuvia has started from 2004 an ambitious plan, called Widespread Museum, with the aim not 
only to redefine the city palimpsest to physical level, but also social. This small pre-alpine town had 
its population just doubled in less than ten years with the consequent problems of identities loss, 
creation of two community that live in parallel: the traditional one, tied to the own memories, the 
second one, the newcomers, who lives just outside the city, who reads the village just like a 
dormitory, the safe harbour in which return at the end of the day. 
The city grown of this village has gone of equal step with the change of its social structure: the 
building types have followed the evolution of the family structure. The texture of the village drove 
from the traditional great courts which settled large clans, to the suburban houses, built after the 
Second World War generally to receive two generations of relatives, to the modern small block 
houses in the brand new estates, made just for small families. Outside of the consolidated centre the 
increase has nearly never followed a punctual planning, a general plan, but it has been overlapped to 
the old agricultural fields creating even paradoxical or strange blocks and situations. 
The way to live the city spaces is, in Cassano Valcuvia like in other more or less large town, in 
great part ruled by the use of the car: this way of transport has allowed the village of the Lombard 
Pre-Alps to remain vital, thanks to the street policy of the 70’s, which provided new accessibility to 
large part of the territory, preventing or minimizing the loss of population into the mountain region, 
which, in other part of Italy, was the main cause of degradation and ecological instability. If on one 
side cars have allowed to maintain alive many villages, on the other hand they have made weaker 
and weaker the walkability of the area and its traditional social interaction: the motorcar, necessary 
in order to catch up the main working and business districts, are also used for the drafts of smaller 
entity, distances that do not catch up even the extension of one kilometre. This abuse of motorized 
transportation involves all the ages: the lack of a culture to sweet mobility forces unavoidably a 
laziness, also mental; the same recreational structures and even the sport facilities are caught by car, 
also the foot-path often are reached by car! So, in the Italian society it’s also quite common the 
figure of the mother-driver, who travel through the territory to carry sons and relatives from a 
structure to the other, from the school to the swimming pool, from the shopping center to the 
hospital and so on. In some small towns we can also see the paradox of an high need of sport 
facilities and sport facilities not used, due to the city structure impose to built them in the suburbs, 
in peripheral position, so now people read them like something distance, something to be catch only 
by car: children can hardly use these structures, elder people prefer to drive a little bit farer where 
they can find also some different kind of services and fun... The lack of a walkable sensibility, of a 
pedestrian culture it’s also connected to the quality of the urban spaces: the new estates have been 
overlapped to the previous agricultural fields, in a short time the rural roads became city tracks, but 
without the character, the design, the quality of an urban street. The quality of the city space is such 
to make to read the roads as something hostile and dangerous and, therefore, discourages a 
pedestrian use of these spaces, even if the traffic in the smaller village is very few. 
The Project 
Recognizing in the local landscape the main source of the high quality of the life in Cassano 
Valcuvia, the City Council has decided to promote a greater and greater protection of the open 
spaces, to head more at the quality of the new estates than to the amount of the same. In this 
background takes place the project Widespread Museum: this is a plan of city design, a social 
policy which promotes aggregation, with the aim to recover the peculiarities of the village, to make 
recognizable and understandable the ancient urban myths, also from the occasional visitor, to 
redefine the city palimpsest in such way that the walkability becomes the rule and not the exception 
as instead today it happens. In order to put into effect this plan, the walkability, the cure, the 
protection of the citizen and its vital spaces, have been placed like main objective from the City 
Council: all the resources, all the different actions in the territory and in the landscape are set up and 
managed like dowels of one mosaic, successive steps in a long and complex way to redefine the city 
structure. Rather than to read the various building and manutentive activities, the various cultural 
and recreational manifestations like single elements and not closed one to each other, the City 
Council of Cassano Valcuvia wants to carry on the idea to always promote the identity of the town, 
to value the local resources, the own traditions and the own peculiarities in every act, in every way, 
at every time. The project of Widespread Museum is articulated, therefore, in two orders of actions, 
the first one is connected to the physical shape of the territory, so as to proceed to one valorisation 
of the consolidated center and to one redefinition of the expansion areas; the second line of action, 
instead, is cultural, such to characterize and to promote the social structure of the town, by cultural 
manifestations, sport events, happenings and so on. Physical space and society are in fact two faces 
of the same medal: the walkability, an active style of life, cannot be promoted just building foot-
path or recreational areas, it’s also necessary a culture of sweet mobility. The actions to gain this 
aim, to create, or more better to recover, the large system of pedestrian routes moreover allow to 
introduce to and to appreciate the local landscape, with all its typical connotations, memories of the 
typical Pre-Alpine rural society of this area, not only to the occasional tourists, but above all to the 
new inhabitants of the town, who travelling through the city and its environs on foot can directly 
enter in contact with the context, with the new society of which they come to make part. 
From the operating point of view, reading and studying the local landscape, were identified a series 
of thematic paths: every route connects typical and characteristic elements, close to historical 
moments, traditional activities, different ways to living the city and the countryside: 
The civic walk, which starts from the Post Office, crosses the Memorial of the World Wars and the 
Public Gardens, reaches the Town Hall square with the Municipal Theatre, passes through the 
centre in order to arrive to the Medical Center, in the place of the Old Post Office. 
The religious walk, which takes off from the cemetery, meets the Chapel of Santa Teresa, in 
beautiful position near the door of the town, it reaches the Parish Church in downtown, than goes up 
on the Hill of San Giuseppe, through the via Crucis, till the ancient church of the XI the century, 
just on the top. Then the way returns in the centre to go up on Mount San Martino to reach the 
Brown Friar Monastery, now used also as modern convention center. An alternative way takes off 
from the downtown, goes up to the Holy Virgin Statue, on a terrific rock, finally reaches the 
cemetery through the woods. 
The military walk, studied mainly in order to value the rich defensive system called Cadorna Line, 
built up during the First World War, in this region particularly important, starts near the Town Hall, 
reaches the sides of the Hill of San Giuseppe through the trenches in order to arrive, finally, at the 
barrack under the church of XI century. The way returns therefore downtown and it is attested near 
the area of the ancient castle of the Visconti, built up to defend the road towards Luino and Varese; 
then, through the village the path goes up to the Mount San Martino and, along different routes, 
guides the visitors through the blockhouses, the reservoirs, the communication trenches which are 
the heart of the Italian defensive system in this area. By the mountain paths is then possible to catch 
up the top of the San Martino, with the Memorial to the partisans of the Second World War, or also 
to reach some of the other villages settled in the area. 
The every day life walk links together the various typical infrastructures of the rural culture of the 
Pre-Alpine area. The way starts from the cold storehouse under the Hill of San Giuseppe, walks 
near the Rancina, the main stream of the town, and then reaches the water-mill. From there the route 
arrives downtown through the old road between woods and hunting lots. In the city centre the walk 
connects some of the most beautiful courts of the village and, finally, arrive to the XVIII century 
public washhouse. The water, fundamental element for the subsistence of every community, is the 
main element of this walk: going up on the San Martino, the path meets the facilities of the 
aqueduct and, through the bourgeois villas of XIX century, some falls of small rivers, finally 
reaches the seasonal stables. 
In order to limit the access to the heart of the town by car, the new pathways are planned so to 
reach, to touch the main parking lots on the boundaries of the consolidated centre of the village. The 
aim is to gain a different design for each footpath keeping an unitary image for the city, so the 
project starts identifying an abacus of simple technical solution based on a limited and recognizable 
number of elements and materials: the various composition, articulation of the basic elements 
allows to drive the traveller along the chosen route, to emphasize the various city places with a 
peculiar design, but maintaining an unitary image and an homogenous reference. So the paving is 
made with the use of the typical pre-alpine stones, like red porphyry, green marble, grey gneiss; 
also the design recover some ancient technical solution like the rizzada. The combinations between 
a limited number of tonalities, geometry of the designs, allow to pursue the goal of an identity for 
every place without losing a unitary image for the whole town. In this process, monuments, city 
memories, often unknown or not understandable for the newcomers, are emphasized, made explicit 
and interpretable under the spotlight of the modern culture. As said before, the city budget doesn’t 
allow to manage large resources, so the town Administration drives a total policy to promote the 
project Widespread Museum by any actions, by any kind of solution: the remake of the 
technological nets, the ordinary maintenance of the roads and of the different facilities are all read 
like chances in order to add new dowels to the general plan. 
Under this point of view the design of the new industrial park, just down the town, becomes the key 
to open the city centre to the cycle path made by Mountain Community of Valcuvia in the middle of 
the valley, along the river Margorabbia: the new district with its road system allows to bypass the 
important motorway which cut the town from the stream. Nowadays the cycle path can be reached 
mainly by car because it is quite hard to cross over the freeway: the plan of the new industrial park 
designs not only a new estate made by factories and shopping centers, but mainly a new system 
where car and pedestrian tracks find everyone its place: the walkway crosses the freeway with a 
subway, goes through a new system of public gardens, finds a direct lane to the city centre in an old 
rural way. The choice to detour the cycle path from the middle of the valley to the town up on the 
hill is taken in other to create a walkable network not only in the town but also in a larger part of the 
area: nowadays the walkway made by the Mountain Community does not link the residential 
estates, the heart of the different towns of the valley; this path is meant by people just like a 
recreational place and not as a different way to catch to the office, to school, to the business and 
shopping districts of the valley. The project in Cassano Valcuvia, instead, will allow to design the 
new suburb of the town in a better way, to link the city centre and the residential areas with the 
working places; on the other hand the path will promote economical activities in the consolidated 
town due to the public and commercial services connected with tourism, or better cycle-tourism. 
On the other side of the village, the path will go over though the quarters Noga and Ronchèe, 
through the system of walkways of the Widespread Museum: the south suburbs now are built 
around old rural roads without a real urban image or quality. The path gives a new image, provide a 
new common design to these parts of the city: the road is driven to become a street; the no-place is 
driven to become a nice place. The old road in shared in different lanes, on one side the car track, 
made tiny so to allow just slow traffic, on the other side the walkway, in the middle a linear garden. 
The new green area, the heart of the new street, changes in order to value the different elements 
which enrich the way, to gain an identity for these residential areas. As in city centre the stones are 
the basic dowels of the mosaic, in the suburbs the design of the gardens, the use of a limited number 
of plants and trees create the abacus of the project: the new urban front gains on homogeneous 
image by a tree row made by Liriodendrom tulipifera; the growing town gains an identity by the 
articulation of the linear garden, which contain inside the bus stops, recreational spaces, border and 
even parking lots. 
The aim is to design, or better to re-design the new parts of the town by the walkway, meant not just 
a way, but as a system of places, a green corridor: on the Noga road there’s also an other project, a 
terminal, close to the sport center of the town, where residents and tourists can find facilities to 
walk through the wood and the hills around the town, read no more as a productive lots, but a 
recreational area. In the new terminal people will be able to leave the car, rent a bicycle, find 
information about the paths, and even stay in a camping to spend more time in Cassano Valcuvia. 
The heart of the project is the restoration of the military facilities of the Cadorna Line with its 
system of recreational footpath: the value of this infrastructure is also supported by the County of 
Varese and the Mountain Community of Valcuvia, which are planning a network of walkways 
through some of the town on this side of the valley. The new terminal in Cassano Valcuvia will be 
the gate to access the Cadorna Line in an easy way, to plan an holiday in the lake region; on the 
point of view of the city, the new facility will be a new centre, the heart of this part of the town, the 
landmark to underline the identity of the community. All this plans also suggested to privates to 
start working in this area, so now there are a lot of projects to restore old court, seasonal stables, 
historical houses to open recreational spaces, create small hotels and bed and breakfast. 
Step by step... 
The widespread Museum project takes place not only on a physical plan, but also on the cultural 
side to promote walkability as a value, to give identity to the growing community. The imposition 
of a city design from above, in fact, has often generated more degradation than healing, some of the 
recent public squares in the suburbs of Rome are an example of this way to drive public affaires. In 
Cassano Valcuvia the key word is sharing the choice, so the citizens are involved in the planning 
process, are actors in the building of the town; actually the people from this town is used to 
materially build the city: the monuments, the churches, the town hall, the theatre, but also roads, 
reclamation works were made by the combined job of the citizens who, for this reason, feel to own 
them, meant themselves as the village, because they directly create it. Memories, city myths are 
meant by the traditional inhabitants because just fruit of their job, of the collaboration with their 
neighbours. So beyond the usual forums to quarrel about city planning, the City Council works in 
order to produce such an action to involve all the citizens, old ones and new ones, to build 
something together: the idea of an urban party, a town fair took place; an happening to celebrate the 
town and its inhabitants, all the souls of the community. During this event the citizens have to be 
the main actors: this choice was so successful that the fair was made twice, in 2005 and 2006, and 
that next year it’ll be exported also in the neighbour town. This was also the chance to test the 
Widespread Museum and to drive people to walkability: for all the time of the event, the entire 
centre has been close to the traffic, the main parking lots have been equipped in order to receive 
expositions and shows of different kind. The fair’s illustrated the peculiarities of the village, its 
traditions, its resources and potentiality: happenings, shows and expositions have taken place in 
some of the most evocative courts of the city. Nearly for a week the rules of use of the streets totally 
has been changed; people were able to live the urban landscape, to walk through the city, to slow 
down. 
The idea to change completely the city structure, creating for several days a real museum inside the 
village, has been possible thanks to the join venture between the different cultural associations and 
groups who are based in Cassano Valcuvia; they are very active, but traditionally everyone works 
on its own. While the fair was in progress, all the citizens, every association, have voluntarily 
assumed a precise role in the complex organizational and managerial machine. Every citizen has 
found a role in this manifestation, has participated to the creation of one great operation; this event 
has allowed to create one new memory shared by all the population; to take part to such an event, 
which was successful beyond every expectation, has allowed the population to strongly gain a sense 
of belongings to an active community with a precise identity. This experience has concurred to 
promote a complex vision of the town, to mean the city not just as simple dormitory, but as an 
active cultural centre, a walkable place, where can live using the car just for the long distance trips. 
On this way of involvement and participation, the next step, proposed by the Widespread Museum 
Project, is to involve more and more the citizens into the choices of planning, into the discussion 
about the future of the town, of its path network. The Project of the Widespread Museum is made, 
therefore, by a physical part, which consists in the creation of a sustainable and walkable city, and 
by a theoretical part, equally important, finalized to create a collective conscience, a sense of the 
community. The memories of the past are linked into a system with a sustainable and participated 
collective work; the aim of the program is to manage the growing of the village without lose its own 
identity, safeguarding the multiple possibility to travel the landscape in different ways, recovering 
above all an adequate space for slow mobility. The final goal is to drive Cassano Valcuvia from to 
be the less built town to the best planned city of the area, is to create a village in which the 
memories of the past are not ties for the future development, but one important resource to 
underline and to value. The Widespread Museum aims to create a system of space in which the 
citizens can live, find time to stop, to reflect, to remember, to dream, and to gain identity for a 
growing community. 
